
 

 

Consulting Editor user manual 
 

 

 

Log in to your Dove Medical Press interface.  

 

When you click on the Consulting Editor link (on the left menu) this will open your Consulting Editor Reviewer 

Approval Interface.  

 

If there are any papers to complete they will show as below “There are currently 11 unassigned submissions”. To 

accept these, click on the link “Click here to accept some submissions for reviewer approval.” 

 

 

 

  

 



Please select any papers that you feel are suitable for you to act as the Consulting Editor on. To select papers to 

work on, click the ‘Accept’ link. 

 

 

When you accept a paper, it will now show in your interface. Please complete assessing any papers you have 

accepted as soon as you can, as our authors expect a prompt turnaround time. To assess the paper, click on 

the ‘Review’ link.  

 

 

 



The full paper is available in the ‘Files’ section, just click ‘Download’ to open.   

Note: Consulting Editors see all original files uploaded by authors as well as merged files created for reviewers by 

Dove editorial staff. 

 

 

The roles of the Consulting Editor are listed: 

 

  



The suggested reviewers are then listed: 

 

 

Next to each reviewer’s name is a red box which indicates the source used to find this reviewer.  Options may 

include: 

PUBMED – suggestion found by Dove’s Peer Review Coordinator (PRC) team using PubMed 

GOOGLE SCHOLAR – suggestion found by Dove’s PRC team using Google Scholar 

WEB OF SCIENCE – suggestion found by Dove’s PRC team using Web of Science 

VPR/REGISTERED VOLUNTEEER REVIEWER  – these reviewers have previously signed up to be notified if a 

paper is in their field of research based on key terms that describe their area of research 

VOLUNTEER REVIEWER POOL – these researchers have self-selected themselves as a potential reviewer for 

the paper based on their own area of research.  You will also find the option to view “Reviewer justification” for 

these suggestions – this box allows reviewers to explain why they feel qualified to review the paper.   

** Please do not select more than 3 of this reviewer type as processing may be delayed by several pending 

review completions. ** 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CE REFERRAL – an in-house Consulting Editor has made reviewer suggestions 

EIC REFERRAL – Editor-in-Chief has indicated a potential reviewer 

PR REFERRAL – another invited reviewer has indicated another researcher they feel may be appropriate 

EX-AUTHOR – potential reviewer has previously published with Dove on a similar topic 

EX-REVIEWER – potential reviewer has previously completed a review for Dove on a similar topic 

 

Links to the peer reviewer’s CV or a link to view their papers on PubMed are provided.  Please use this 

information to determine if the suggested peer reviewer is suitable for that paper.  Sometimes multiple links are 

provided for suggested reviewers – review as many as necessary to determine the reviewer’s suitability.   

Note: Some suggestions have additional links provided under the heading “Online publications/profile:”   

These should provide additional corroborating evidence of the suggestion’s qualifications and suitability.   

In the case of Ex-authors/-reviewers, these links provide the paper authored/reviewed on a similar topic. 

 

Note: Ex-reviewers/authors might not have valid PubMed links; if they can be identified by a brief Google 

search and the related paper is relevant, they are okay to select. 

  

 



Please select as many of the suggested peer reviewers as you feel are suitable. If we do not get enough 

reviewers, we will need to send the paper back to you to select more reviewers to invite. 

For any suggested reviewers you would like to select, ensure the tick box is ticked. Any that are not ticked will not 

have an invite sent out. 

 

 

If you have any concerns about the paper, you can note them in the Consulting Editor comments. These will then 

go to the Dove editorial staff. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



You are then required to complete the disclosure section. Please acknowledge if you have any financial interests 

or conflicts of interest that may be related to the paper. Finally, you will be required to tick the confidentiality 

clause. 

 

 

Once this has been completed, you can click the green ‘Proceed (reviewer invitations will be sent out)’ button. 

 

If there is any reason you feel the paper should not proceed, please explain why in the ‘Consulting Editor 

comments’ box and press the red ‘Do not proceed, see comments’ button. 

 

Once you have completed a paper, it will no longer appear in your interface. If the paper requires additional peer 

reviewers, you will receive an email from us notifying you of this and the paper will show in your interface. 


